S/4HANA: Green, Blue or Brown?

Which implementation path will you take on your S/4HANA journey?

**Greenfield**

**Bluefield™**
Transformation done right:
CrystalBridge: The SNP transformation command center
S/4 efficiencies in less time with less disruption and fewer risks

**Brownfield**
Making hash with...
Guaranteed incompatibility.
A technical upgrade but little to no new S/4 capabilities or business transformation.

- **Automatic scan of the system landscape to identify objects, customizations, and actual usage**
- **Automatic process scans to predict S/4 impacts; then mitigate as needed**
- **Quickly create an empty S/4 target system**
- **Migrate, upgrade, and enhance features and data in a single step**
- **Automatic data integrity validation, and process testing**

Finished? See what happens once the system is live.

- **New vanilla system goes live**
- **New, optimized S/4 system goes live**
- **S/4 efficiencies in less time with less disruption and fewer risks**

All the pain with no gain.

- **Technically upgraded system goes live with no S/4 enhancements.**
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